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Artikel info:-

On this year&#39;s legendary Fightplace Christmas party
things got a little out of control. Tony was after a short time
completely in his element( possibly due to alcohol
consumption) with posing and talking trash. He annoyed any
guest to challenge everyone for a match. But first the boys
wanted to party. They popped corks and had fun with
champagne, music and talking. But Tony still annoyed them
with his muscle posing and douchey talking. There was only
one way. Tony needs to be put in the right place. So a few of
the guests are accepting Toni&#39;s challenge and are
moving to the fighting room. One after one Tony wanted to
beat Bob, Moe and hardy. So the first one was Bob. This
match took about 24 minutes and was very hard and brutal.
The opponents hate each other and they wanted to beat up
the other one. We got the expression that everyone was
against Tony and this was his own fault. Bob was totally mad
this evening and he performed a fight like we have never seen
before: he got skill and is able to fight on the same level with
Tony, even if he has way more experience. It was just the
luck, which decided who could win this fight, gaining the
victorious grab to force the opponent to capitulate. Hardy and
Moe were waiting in the background and watched the two
guys performing a real submission-match. Moe was the next
one, who fought Toni. He is way smaller and more graceful.
So everybody knew that he had no chance against Toni. But
this fight of our youngster was just insane and everyone was
surprised about this. He was able to tolerate every single grab
of Toni without giving up. Instead of this he bore up against
the pain in this extremely hard positions. He still tried to fight
him. All of the spectators stood up to root Moe. He got tips
and tricks to counter his opponent. Even the cameraman tried
to give him some advices and Moe was able to get free of
some grabs. Just amazing and well done! On this year&#39;s
legendary Fightplace Christmas party things got a little out of
control. Tony was after a short time completely in his element(
possibly due to alcohol consumption) with posing and talking
trash. He annoyed any guest to challenge everyone for a
match. But first the boys wanted to party. They popped corks
and had fun with champagne, music and talking. But Tony still
annoyed them with his muscle posing and douchey talking.
There was only one way. Tony needs to be put in the right
place. So a few of the guests are accepting Toni&#39;s
challenge and are moving to the fighting room. One after one
Tony wanted to beat Bob, Moe and hardy. So the first one
was Bob. After this decision it was Hardy&#39;s turn. Toni,
out of power because of the previous fights, wanted to show
that he is the king. Hardy, supported by his friends, knows
that he has to fight very hard to win this match. So the last
fight of the evening, about 20 minutes, became a submission
fight. The decision was a brutal scissor, which took about 4
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minutes. Toni had no chance to escape. At the end we could
just tell you to be friendly because it&#39;s Christmas!

Play length approx 81 min.

Price :  25,90 EUR [incl. 21% VAT]

Options Wild Christmas 2015 :

shipping method
Download HD, DVD Shipping.

In catalog since Thursday 24 December, 2015
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